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Abstract 

Many artistic works such as illustrations, paintings, novels and poems, etc. are 

mostly related to the authors’ thoughts, philosophy of life, and their social background; 

Tove Jansson, author of the Moomin books, is no exception. The Moomin books 

reflect her life background, including WWII, her family relationship and her sexual 

orientation. In addition, her Moomin books create a simple world in which people live 

in harmony and nothing needs to be worried about, a utopian world people can 

imagine. This research will focus on discovering the reflection of Jansson’s life 

experience in the Moomin books. Jansson’s philosophy of the utopian world will also 

be demonstrated. The utopia world which is built in the Moomin books is related to 

Jansson’s reflection of the three aspects of her life: WWII, family relationship, and 

sexual orientation. The utopian world can be a place for people to hide and find 

consolation, and Jansson also notes the characteristics which people who live in 

utopia have. On the other hand, Jansson creates the utopia for herself. This research 

includes the six out of nine novels of the Moomin books. The six novels convey 

Jansson’s ideas of utopia more and are related to Jansson’s background respectively.  
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Introduction 

Tove Jansson creates the Moomin creatures, and her Moomin books are later 

widely loved by people of all ages. Her books bring jollity to people, create a utopia, 

reveal her philosophy, and further reflect her social background, including her life and 

her experience during WWII. Artists’ works are usually influenced by their life 

experience, and Jansson is no exception. This research will aim at analyzing how the 

Moomin books are related to Jansson’s background and further interpret the 

philosophy and concepts which Jansson wants to convey. Jansson, a Finnish artist, 

was born in Helsinki. When Jansson was young, she was immersed in the artistic 

atmosphere of her family, Jansson showed her talent for art at a very young age, and 

she studied art after she grew up. (Prideaux “Tove Jansson: Life, Art, Words by Boel 

Westin-Review”). When she was a child, Jansson once drew the hippo-shaped 

Moomin creature Moomintroll just to initially mock her brother, yet this creature later 

becomes popular throughout the world (Bosworth “Tove Jansson: Love, War and the 

Moomins”). Later on, Jansson created a series of Moomin books based on the creature 

Moomintroll, and the plots in Moomin novels were related to her life experience. 

During the period she was writing her novels, more characters joined in the novels 

and made the novels’ plots more splendid. Since her novels were published, the 

Moomin series has been read and liked by people of all ages.  

Jansson creates nine Moomin novels in total. The three major aspects of her life 

influencing her creation are the time during WWII, including the time in 1939-1940 

of the Winter War, Jansson’s family background, and her homosexual relationship. In 

this research, six novels of the Moomin series will be discussed: The Moomins and 

the Great Flood, Comet in Moominland, Moominpappa at Sea, Moominvalley in 

November, Finn Family Troll and Moominland Midwinter. These six novels can be 

better connected to Jansson’s life and experience. This paper aims to explore how 
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Jansson’s life and her social background can be related to the Moomin books. This 

research will also elaborate Jansson’s thoughts about the utopian world she constructs 

in the books.  

In the Moomin books, Jansson creates the Moominvalley where the Moomin 

family and their neighbors live in. The Moomin family and their neighbors get along 

well and the atmosphere in the Moominvalley is always full of jollity. The place 

where they live in is like a utopia. In one sense, Jansson builds a world as a 

consolation for people who lost their homes. Jansson further depicts the importance of 

the characteristics which people who live in utopia should acquire. Lastly, Jansson 

reveals her homosexual in the Moomin books. She creates a utopia for herself to 

express her feeling freely. 

 

Jansson’s Concept of Creating the Moomin Books 

Jansson creates the Moomin books for people of all ages. People sometimes 

would question that if her books are for readers of a particular age because the 

Moomin series is like children’s books. For this kind of doubt, Jansson once replied 

that if writers only wrote for children, the result would be awkward. In “The Caring in 

the Fairy Tales: Take the Moomin Series for Example,” Hui Li Mao states that writers 

blend their experience into their creations (20). Shan Zhi Tsai, author of The 

Principles and Techniques of Creating the Fairy Tales, also indicates that the elements 

of fairy tales come from the real life (qtd. in Mao 21). Mao explains that ‘memories’ 

and ‘recalling’ are the basic element of tale writers. Most tales reflect the experience 

of the writers’ childhood (Mao 22). Jansson further explained that maybe sometimes 

she wrote for herself in order to recall the adventurous and carefree life in her 

childhood during summer time. She wrote the Moomin books to remember her life in 

childhood, just like characters in the Moomin books who always go for many 
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adventures (Lee 17).  

In addition, Jansson also writes for the children who are marginalized or children 

who are introvert (Lee 17). Some of the characters in the Moomin series such as Toft 

and Fillyjonks are sometimes being ignored by everyone, but these characters are 

noticed at last. Jansson creates these characters to let people know those who are often 

ignored also need others’ care, but they do not know how to express their feeling. 

They are like ordinary people; they want to be cared and loved by others.  

The Moomin series not only creates a world where people have no worries but 

indicates caring about each other is important. Mao demonstrates that in the 

Moominvalley, the characters care about each other, just like Jansson’s family does 

(20). Members from the Moomin family have argument sometimes, but they always 

realize they should care their families. Sometimes the Moomin family also needs to 

solve some problems in order to get along well with their families or their neighbors. 

Other characters in Moominvalley have different personalities, but they have the 

common trait that they will care for each other. Though some characters do not have 

this personality of being considerate for others in the beginning, they will eventually 

realize that only caring for others will make the valley more harmonious. Inside the 

Moominvalley, Jansson depicts the Moominvalley is like a utopia; people care about 

each other and leads a life that is carefree and without worries.  

 

The Six Moomin Books 

The whole Moomin books include nine novels while six novels are included in 

this paper. Six selected books reflect on Jansson’s life respectively: The Moomins and 

the Great Flood, Comet in Moominland, Moominpappa at Sea, Moominvalley in 

November, Finn Family Troll and Moominland Midwinter. The rest three books are 

The Exploits of Moominpappa, Moominsummer Madness, and Tales from 
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Moominvalley. These three books depict the Moomin family’s story of acting on the 

stage, and some other small anecdotes. These three novels touch less on Jansson life, 

her view of WWII, or her homosexual relationship, and therefore, these three books 

will not be analyzed in the research.  

The Moomin books represent the events Jansson encounters, and the scenes in the 

books reflect Jansson’s different stages of life. As Mark Bosworth mentions, the 

famous creature Moomintroll, the hippo-shaped creature, was initially drawn on the 

wall by Jansson to mock her brother’s look when she was having argument with him 

(“Tove Jansson: Love, War and the Moomins”). Later, Jansson drew ironic figures, 

including that hippo-shaped creature, for a satirical magazine Garm (Prideaux “Tove 

Jansson: Life, Art, Words by Boel Westin-Review”). Jansson afterwards created a 

series of Moomin books based on the original character Moomintroll and more 

characters joined in the books. The first two novels of the six, The Moomins and the 

Great Flood and Comet in Moominland, are related to WWII, especially the Winter 

War occurring from 1939 to 1940, influenced Finland seriously (Tiessalo “Finland’s 

Moomins Conquer the World”). Nevertheless, Tuula Karjalainen, a curator at the 

Ateneum Museum of Fine Arts in Helsinki, says, “We can actually thank the war for 

the birth of the Moomin family” (qtd. in Tiessalo “Finland’s Moomins Conquer the 

World”). Jansson creates a place where people can hide in without any concern during 

the war. The novels Moominpappa at Sea and Moominvalley in November reflect her 

family’s atmosphere. Jansson’s home is located in an island, just as the Moominvalley 

is situated in a hill where nobody will disturb the Moomin family. Jansson’s mother is 

a kind and hospitable woman, and she welcomed all the visitors. Jansson’s family, in 

most of the time, like the Moominvalley she creates, is in a harmonious atmosphere 

(“Tove Jansson” Times). Lastly, Jansson encountered some problems when she was 

seeking for marriage. Since then, she had sought for the lesbian-hood and finally 
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found a female lifelong partner. Jansson then created a new character in one of the 

Moomin books to represent her partner and to assert her homosexual identity.  

 

Tove Jansson’s Reflection of WWII 

     Jansson creates the first two Moomin novels, The Moomins and the Great 

Flood and Comet in Moominland, during the time that is full of uncertainty, around 

the end of WWII (Winterson “The Written Word is the Only Way Travel to 

Moominland”). Jansson saw the happening of the war and her heart was full of 

depression. The Winter War in Finland, occurring from 1939 to 1940, particularly led 

to destructions as it took away many people’s lives. The Soviet Union evades Finland 

in 1939 and afterwards Finland loses the war. Since then, Finland had been under 

control of Soviet Union. It was not until 1991 the Soviet Union corrupted and Finland 

got back its Nation’s leadership. Jansson creates the very first novel The Moomins and 

the Great Flood in 1945. It was in the year the war was about to end, but still, 

everyone was trying to escape from the darkness. Many people were lost during the 

war. One of Jansson’s brothers Per Olov was also in the war. Nobody knew if he was 

safe or if he was coming back (Bosworth “Tove Jansson: Love, War and the 

Moomins”). In The Moomins and the Great Flood, Moominmamma and Moomintroll 

are looking for Moominpappa who goes out and does not come back. This scene 

implies the missing people in the war and Jansson’s missing brother. 

Jansson also depicts those who lost their homes families in the The Moomins 

and the Great Flood. The Moomin family’s house is once disappeared owing to the 

flood. Yet Jansson builds a utopian world in the Moomin books for people who lost 

their homes and families. In The Moomins and the Great Flood, Moominmamma and 

Moomintroll cannot find Moominpappa in the beginning while they finally get 

together again. Their original home was flooded to one valley with little damage as 
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well (Lee 43). Though they encounter some horrible things on their way, they are still 

safe and reunited at last. They also name the valley ‘Moominvalley’. Jansson creates 

these scenes for people who suffer in the war to find a consolation for their wounded 

hearts. In WWII, everything seems hopeless; Jansson creates Moominvalley not only 

for the Moomin family but for showing people that there is still hope in the world. 

The Moominvalley is a symbol of a shelter for those who encountered the darkness in 

the war. 

During WWII, some people feared the use of the nuclear weapons. Jansson uses a 

comet in the second book Comet in Moominland to symbolize a nuclear weapon. In 

the book, a rat tells Moomintroll and his friend Sniff that there is a comet coming 

toward them. Moomintroll and his friend Sniff then embark on their journey to see if 

there is really a comet coming. On the way they meet some new friends, such as the 

smart traveller with a straw hat named Snufkin, the Moomin Snork and his sister, the 

Moomin lady, Snork maiden. They keep going on their adventure and they find the 

comet become bigger gradually. Every character is worrying about whether the comet 

will hit earth and destroy the place he or she lives. Characters are guessing how the 

outside world would be like if earth and the whole world are destroyed. Nevertheless, 

in the end, the comet did not destroy earth and the Moominvalley (Jansson Comet in 

Moominland 224). Jansson thus implies people’s fear of the nuclear weapon during 

WWII, as many countries are developing nuclear weapons for evading other country’s 

territory. Some people fear that the nuclear weapon would be developed successfully. 

Once this kind of weapon is developed and used by the army, the whole world may be 

destroyed and more people will die. Jansson blends people’s mindset and thoughts 

about the nuclear weapon in Comet in Moominland. While giving the placid ending to 

characters’ anxiety over the coming comet, Jansson seems to provide some comfort 

for those who worried about the development of nuclear weapons.  
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Tove Jansson: Family Background 

Jansson, a Finnish artist, was brought up in an artistic family, and she had great 

time in her childhood. Her mother was an illustrator, and her father is a sculptor. 

When her mother was working, Jansson would sit by her mother and watch her to 

paint. Her father loved nature, and Jansson, just like her father, loved islands and 

storms (Prideaux “Tove Jansson: Life, Art, Words by Boel Westin-Review”). Her 

family would spend summer time living in a cottage in an island nearby their home. 

Jansson’s family influenced her interest of art. The three children in her family, 

including Jansson, were educated in good environments and became artists later on. 

After Jansson grew up, she studied art in different places, including Stockholm, 

Helsinki, and Paris (Neumeyer“Tove Jansson at Eighty”). She started to produce 

some works afterwards and gain reputation gradually.  

Jansson grew up in a family filled with love and care, and the death of her 

mother brings Jansson deep grief. The two novels Moominpappa at Sea and 

Moominvalley in November imply Jansson’s family’s condition and her memories of 

her mother. In these two novels, Jansson continues to create a utopia that further 

shows the significant characteristics those who live there should acquire.  

The death of Jansson’s mother gives her a big blow and she blends her sorrow 

into the book novel Moominvalley in November. In the novel, some characters go to 

visit the Moomin family while they find no one is at home. The character, Toft, a little 

boy, is very disappointed. He once feels the warmth from Moominmamma. He wants 

to meet Moominmamma again and feel her kindness. In the end, the boat of Moomin 

family comes back through the ocean. However, the novel does not show whether the 

Moomin family comes back. Toft in this book represents Jansson herself. After 

Jansson’s mother died, she misses her badly. Toft’s yearning for missing 

Moominmamma reflects how much Jansson misses her mother. Both Jansson and Toft 
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are seeking for a person who will not come back. 

Ahola Suvi points out the importance of Jansson’s mother to Jansson herself. 

When Jansson was young, she regards her mother as the person who understands her 

the most. In 1931, while studying at a technical school in Stockholm, the 17-year-old 

Jansson wrote to her mother: “I think that you understand me better than anyone else 

does” (Suvi “Jansson, Tove”). Jansson also tries to resemble her mother. At the age of 

78, Jansson still said that she “always tried to resemble Mother, always tried to draw 

like Mother” (Suvi). Suvi further points out that Jansson stops writing the Moomin 

books due to her mother’s death, and this indicates her mother’s influence in her 

creation.  

In Moominpappa at Sea, the main theme is the significance of love, care and 

consideration. In the beginning, when the Moomin family comes to the light house, 

they start to argue because of the bad weather and uncomfortable environment. 

However, they do not want to solve these problems caused by different opinions. This 

solution for these problems indicates the importance of consideration. If the Moomin 

families always think of one another, they will not have so many quarrels. Another 

episode illustrates the need of care. The character Groke is a creature everyone fears. 

Whenever she goes, she will make the ground frozen. Moominmamma initially also 

asks her son Moomintroll not to get close to her. Moomintroll yet later discovers that 

Groke is just seeking for care. Therefore, Moomintroll afterwards befriends Groke. 

Gradually, Moomintroll makes Groke become not so scary; the place Groke goes will 

not be lifeless as well (Jansson Moominpappa at Sea 274). In the episode where the 

fisherman’s house is ruined, the Moomin family invites him to come to the lighthouse 

and treat him kindly. They suddenly find why they can treat a stranger so well, but 

they can treat their families so mean. The Moomin family members start to rethink the 
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incidents happening these days. Finally, they realize only care and love from families 

can be a good support to each family member. 

Love, care and consideration are essential elements for people, and these 

characteristics are also people who live in utopia should have. Because of these 

characteristics, human can get along harmoniously; problems and arguments can be 

solved more easily. Humans can have these characteristics through learning. Jansson 

is brought up with these ideas by her family. It is the love of Jansson's family that 

makes her treat others kindly. When Jansson had quarrel with her brother, she just 

drew the hippo to mock her brother. Jansson transforms the condition that could lead 

to a serious argument into a situation which would not make her and her brother’s 

relationship worsen. Love, care and consideration are the three elements that humans 

should acquire while humans sometimes realize these things are significant after 

serious quarrels happen. The Moomin family in Moominpappa at Sea eventually finds 

out only love and care can make their relationship tighter. When they start to care for 

the fisherman in the last episode, they realize they should care for their families more. 

Finally, they restore their relationship again and they know when getting along with 

their families, the essential characteristics are care, love and consideration. 

 

Tove Jansson’s Homosexual Relationship 

Jansson implies her lesbian-hood in the Moomin books, and she creates a 

character based on a woman whom she had an affair with. Furthermore, Jansson 

creates another character that represents her life-long partner in her life. Jansson once 

has a male lover, yet they did not get married because of the man’s dismissive reply. 

Jansson then embraces lesbian-hood. The two novels Finn Family Troll and 

Moominland Midwinter reveal Jansson’s homosexual relationship. 

In Finn Family Troll, two characters, Thingumy and Bob visit the Moomin 
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family and are considered strange visitors because they speak weird grammar and 

always keep their suitcase with them. These two visitors symbolize Jansson and a 

married woman whom she has affair with. Boel Westin, a literature professor in 

Stockholm University and a good friend of Jansson, states that Thingumy and Bob 

have a red ruby that represents their secret love in a suitcase, and when they open the 

suitcase and show it, they are also showing their love to the world. The two characters 

represent Jansson and Vivicka Bandler, whom Jansson had a brief and passionate 

affair with.  

Homosexuality was considered illegal in Finland until 1971, so everything had to 

be kept secret during Jansson’s lifetime (qtd. in Bosworth, Mark. “Tove Jansson: Love, 

War and the Moomins”). Katellaway states that Jansson’s relationship with Bandler 

marked her crossing to “the other side” (Sculptor's Daughter by Tove 

Jansson-Review). In Finn Family Troll, as Thingumy and Bob hide the ruby in the 

suitcase, Jansson and Vivicka also hide their lesbian relationship among society. 

Jansson cannot reveal her sexual orientation to anyone, so she creates a symbol of her 

affair with Vivicka in the book. Jansson’s niece Sophia once states that [Her 

grandmother, Jansson, and Tooti (Tuulikki Pietilä)] were firm pillars of my existence, 

but the word lesbian was never ever used” (Rix “The Moomins – a Family Affair”).  

Jansson cannot help but reveal her homosexuality freely in Finn Family Troll and 

Moominland Midwinter. 

Later, Jansson finds her life-long partner, Tuulikki Pietilä, who also inspires 

Jansson’s creation of a character Too-Ticky in the book Moominland Midwinter. In 

the novels, Moomintroll wakes up much earlier than his families. Meanwhile, 

Too-Ticky, a character who acts like an adult, is woken as well. Initially Moomintroll 

faces many problems he does not how to solve, so he keeps complaining. Too-Ticky 

then gives him advice, so Moomintroll is able to handle all the problems. Too-Ticky is 
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like Moomintroll’s life mentor, as Pietilä is a very important person and a very 

significant advisor to Jansson. In the episode where a small squirrel dies, Moomintroll 

feels very sad. Too-Ticky tells him, “When someone dies, it is a fact that cannot be 

changed. This little squirrel will become dust. In the dust, new trees will grow and 

newly-born squirrels will play in these trees. Do you think it is sad?” (Jansson 

Moominland Midwinter 71; my translation). In this episode, Too-Ticky is trying to tell 

Moomintroll the philosophy of life, and we can see that Moomintroll will become 

more mature after this incident. Too-Ticky appeared in the book after Jansson and 

Pietilä met. They are each other’s soul mate and Pietilä always helps Jansson get 

through many difficulties. Westin also states that, “Too-Ticky is the one who gives 

Moomintroll guidance through the winter and the hard times, so she was really 

important to Tove” (qtd. in Bosworth, Mark. “Tove Jansson: Love, War and the 

Moomins”). Moominland Midwinter is then a novel for Tuulikki Pietilä, and also a 

novel about Pietilä.  

 

The Utopia in Jansson’s Moomin Books 

 Jansson puts her philosophy of life in books. Jansson hopes to create a world 

people can live without worries, so she creates a utopia in her books. Jansson creates a 

utopia for people to find consolation and for herself as well. Li-Chen Liao indicates 

that as we are human, ‘seeking’ is the goal for surviving; from viewing the history, 

humans can learn lessons and create better future (10; my translation). In Jansson’s 

Moomin books, based on her memory and experience in her life, she builds a utopia 

which people may seek for.   

 A utopia is an imaginative world, and also an ideal world people seek for. In a 

utopia, people divide their works, and get along well with others peacefully. People 

live happily in a utopia, and this world welcomes all people who want to come in. 
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Jansson implies the winter war, one of the periods in Finland during WWII in The 

Moomins and the Great Flood and Comet in Moominland. In the real world, people 

are escaping from the darkness the war brings and they feel hopeless. Yet inside the 

Moomin books, none of the characters are harmed by the incidents they meet, such as 

the comet. Unlike WWII which ended up with tens of millions of people losing their 

lives, the characters in the Moominvalley are safe and sound in the end. People who 

are eager to get rid of the homeless and miserable life can find comfort in the Moomin 

books. Through exploring the Moomin world Jansson creates, people find a place to 

soothe their wounds caused by the war.   

 Jansson demonstrates important elements in utopia, which are love, care and 

consideration. Jansson depicts a harmonious family in Moominpappa at Sea and 

Moominvalley in November. People who live in a utopia care for each other, and 

Jansson implies the significance of care in two the books mentioned above. People in 

utopia should treat others kindly and live without arguments. The characters in the 

Moomin books show that not until any big incidents happen would they realize how 

important it is to care for others. These characteristics described in the novels, love, 

care, and consideration, are extremely important among families. 

Jansson, in the two Moomin novels Finn Family Troll and Moominland 

Midwinter, which imply her homosexuality, creates a utopia for herself. Jansson’s 

sexual orientation cannot be revealed to the society. In Finn Family Troll and 

Moominland Midwinter, some characters are created based on Jansson’s relationship 

with others. This is a utopia for Jansson and for those who cannot reveal their 

homosexuality.  

 The utopian world is a world humans may yearn for. To obtain such a utopian 

world can be a goal for living. In a utopia, people do not have to worried about wars 

or other bad things, and they think for their families and friends. In Jansson’s view, 
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such a utopia can be created based on her memory and her life. Furthermore, people 

from different backgrounds can all be accepted in a utopia. 

 

 Jansson creates the Moomin books which reflect her life, including WWII, her 

family and her homosexuality. Through her Moomin books, she also creates a utopia. 

That is, she creates a world in which people live in harmony and have nothing to 

worry about. Jansson creates a world like a shelter for those who may lose their 

homes during WWII to hide in and to find consolation from. Jansson notes love, care 

and consideration are extremely significant for humans, and these are the 

characteristics people who live in a utopia acquire. Jansson also implies the death of 

her mother in the books and shows her memory of her mother. Furthermore, Jansson 

creates a utopia for her homosexual self. Jansson’s creation the Moomin books are 

like mirrors which reflect her life and imply her thoughts and philosophy. Jansson also 

builds a utopia for people to find comfort, imagine freely and for herself to show her 

feeling. Through the Moomin books, Jansson’s personal life and her vision are 

revealed through her reflection of WWII, her family background, her homosexuality, 

and her vision of a utopian world. 
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